Field Superintendent Hardscape & Landscape

'We're all Americaribe'. It means that we share the same culture, expertise & refers to the efforts we take every day to make ourselves
operate more tightly and agilely. Our pride, achievements, and experiences have all tied to the minds of teamwork, innovation, and
novelty. Talented newcomers with creative and technical skill sets like these, along with an energy and enthusiasm that effectively
contribute to team morale, are always needed as Americaribe continues to grow. Beyond the high-level benefits and competitive
salary is a plethora of opportunity to accentuate your career path, allowing growth from advanced trainings and experience, provided
by Americaribe, to build leadership, versatility, & consistency.
Americaribe LLC. Is known for applying its capacity for technical and commercial innovation, cutting-edge engineering skills and
expertise in development to offices, hotels, airports, hospitals, schools, housing, exhibition centers, leisure facilities, etc. Americaribe
is the subsidiary of Bouygues Bâtiment International, operating in over twenty countries, also known for combining its networks
alongside major contracts with highly added value.

POSITION SUMMARY
The Field Superintendent Hardscape & Landscape main responsibility will be to supervise the construction
works of the hardscape and landscape
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
 Participates in the selection of construction methods and the development/review of the hardscape &
landscape section of the construction schedule
 Implements the hardscape & landscape section of the construction schedule and monitors daily; notifies
management of any ongoing or upcoming deviations to schedule
 Ensure through supervision and verification (checking) that the works and installed products conform to
the drawings with regards to the technical specifications, specified tolerances and acceptance criteria
 Manages the in-house and subcontractor workforce under the hardscape & landscape trade
 Assist in coordination of the logistics directly relating to the hardscape and landscape material deliveries
 Ensures that his workforce comply with the requirements of the Health & Safety Plan
 Ensures that the quality of material received is acceptable before installation
 Provides necessary feedback for cost control
 Ensures that the Methods, provided by the Engineers, are correctly understood and applied
 Carries out spot Routine Surveillance Reports, Daily Site Reports, Production Reports and Labor
Reports for the specific trade
 Proposes solutions to Non-Conformance Reports (internal and external); reviews non-conformances for
corrective actions to prevent reoccurrence
 Responsible for the protection of the works during the construction and the maintenance of a suitable
working environment
 Shares responsible for overall workmanship quality
 Facilitates the Works Inspection Records (WIR) at the completion of each stage of Works
 Ensures that any environmental requirements during construction are implemented
SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS
 Candidate must have at least 10 years of proven experience working in the Hardscape & Landscape
trade as superintendent, performing the duties described above
 Able to self-perform and work independently
 Working knowledge of Microsoft office a must
 Able to read and understand design drawings and schematics
PHYSICAL DEMANDS
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to
successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable

individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. While performing the duties of this job, the
employee is regularly required to stand; walk; sit; use hands, handle, or feel; reach with hands and arms; and
talk or hear. The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 20 pounds. Specific vision abilities
required by this job include close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and
ability to adjust focus.
WORK ENVIRONMENT
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee encounters while
performing the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals
with disabilities to perform the essential functions. The noise level in the work environment is that of a normal
construction site.
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